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OPEN LETTER

TO THE PARENTS OF PUPILS ATTENDING

KELVIN GROVE
STATE HIGH SCHOOL

DEAR PARENT

Have you thought just how your children will look when you send them back to school? The right clothes are going to make a marked difference to the way they accept study, and to the friends they develop around them. Take the advice of your Myer Stores in Brisbane, send your children back to school PROPERLY OUTFITTED.

"For Value and Friendly Service"... that's our slogan. Consequently every article sold carries our unconditional guarantee of complete satisfaction.

A one-stop visit to any of your four Myer Stores... and every back-to-school outfitting worry just disappears into thin air. In 1963, allow Myers to be of service to you.

WITH OUR BEST WISHES

The Myer Emporium

McWHIRTERS LIMITED, 50121
ALLAN & STARK, 320121
CHERMSIDE DRIVE-IN, 593031
COORPAROO SHOPPING CENTRE, 976151
With the Compliments of...

The Queensland Catering Company

31 TERRACE STREET, NEW FARM
Between 8 and 9 Tram Stop, Brunswick St.

EXCLUSIVE CATERERS FOR WEDDINGS, BALLS,
SOCIALS AND TRADE FUNCTIONS

COMPLETE PREPARED FOOD SERVICE & CATERING
HIRE SERVICE

Suppliers to the "LEGION CLUB" of the famous "Presto"
Delicacies

WAFFLE PIES
HAM AND CHICKEN SNACKS
SAVOURY ROLLS
APPLE CREAM WAFFLES

Phones - Office: 58 2061  Factory and Hire: 58 2488

---

TOP ARTISTS USE

Pelikan ART MATERIALS

Water Colour Boxes, Concentrated
Designers' Colours (Poster Colours) and
other school- and artist materials are
well known and appreciated all over the world.

Whether you just "dabble" or paint
masterpieces always rely on Pelikan Products.
Obtainable from your local stationer.

---

Dairy Queen Sandwich Bar

FOR FIRST QUALITY SANDWICHES — PIES — CAKES
COLD DRINKS — MALTED MILKS — SWEETS

At Pocket Money Prices

(Next to Kelvin Grove Post Office)

---

KELVIN GROVE SQUASH COURTS

FOUR CHAMPIONSHIP COURTS
SQUASH EQUIPMENT

Special Tuition and Concession up to 5 p.m.
Near No. 8 Tram Stop
Enoggera-Newmarket Tram Line
Illuminated Sign at Entrance
Phone: 56-0139
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In Physics we learn that we cannot get more work out of a machine than we put into it. The work lost is used up in overcoming the force of friction. We also find that the proportion of work thus wasted becomes smaller as the amount of work put in increases, i.e. the more work we put in, the smaller the percentage of it that is used to overcome friction.

'Tis so in our school work. Those of us who make little effort make very little progress, and as we make more effort we find that our progress increases by a greater amount, until, when we are working really well, only a very small fraction of our work is wasted.

In later life we join various organizations and societies, hoping for benefit from them. It is then that we must remember that we can get no more benefit from the society than the work which we put in to help the society. With regard to our life’s work, it has been stated rather cynically:—

(a) "Those who never do any more than they are paid for, never get paid for any more than they do.”

(b) "We get paid in our old age for the work we do in our youth.”

From Physics we also learn that the less friction there is, the less will be the wear and tear on the machine. Hence it is the job of the person in charge of an organization to see that things run smoothly and calmly, to cut down friction by the oil of a timely word, and to smooth away all difficulties. An irritable person in charge means an irritable organization — therefore be calm and unruffled (or as much as you can be). Remember too, the more friction there is, the greater the amount of heat and ill-feeling that is generated, and the greater the wear and tear on the nervous system.

H. T. PEGG, Principal

PARENTS’ AND CITIZENS’ ASSOCIATION

Dear Parents and Friends,

It is with pleasure and pride that I accept the offer to write in the School Magazine on the subject of the Parents’ and Citizens’ Association.

The objects of the Association are:—

(a) To co-operate with the Education Department, the Principal, and the Staff for the general advancement and welfare of the School.

(b) To endeavour to improve conditions under which staff and students have to work, by—

(1) Providing teaching equipment not supplied by the Education Department.

(2) Providing means to improve both the interior and exterior appearance of the School.

(3) Providing awards or prizes for Scholastic and/or Sporting ability, and—

(c) To raise funds for the above-mentioned purposes.

That’s quite a responsibility, isn’t it? It was even greater for the handful of parents who accepted the challenge when the School opened last year. We were all strangers to each other, but that did not prove such a disadvantage as one might expect — rather it helped make members more determined to build up a workable Association during the first year.

Mr. Neville Hackett was elected Chairman and President, with Mr. Edgar as Vice-President, positions which they still hold, having been re-elected for a second year after much hard work during the first.

Similarly, Mr. Ernie Greenway as Secretary, and Mr. Alex Strutt as Treasurer, have ably carried out their duties over the two years.

The Ladies’ Auxiliary has found a really wonderful group of workers. President Mrs. Beryl Harding, Mrs. Newton, Assistant Secretary and Roster Secretary; and Treasurer, Mrs. Sinclair, have with myself as Secretary, formed part of the group of mothers who have helped in the Tuckshop, at Meetings, Socials, School Dances and in other ways.

The School’s first social event was an End of Term Dance arranged by the School in conjunction with Mr. and Mrs. Smythe at O’Connor Boathouse. These end of term dances have continued to be the social event of each term and attract a large number of students and parents.

In March, 1961, Mr. Col. Ward joined the School Staff. I was never really sure of the duties of a Janitor, but the role played by Mr. Ward has been one of unselfish co-operation at all levels.
Several attempts have been made to organise Socials for parents. Numerically, these efforts have not been successful, but socially, they have been well worth the effort.

The very beautiful School Banner, used by the School on all important occasions, was made by Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Purcell — both parents of Kelvin Grove students.

At the commencement of the 1962 year, the school enrolment jumped to approximately 850. The task of sorting out and organising under extremely difficult conditions fell to our Principal, Mr. Pegg.

Quietly and patiently he, ably helped by his Deputy, Mr. Sharp, succeeded in smoothing out difficulties, very soon getting the School down to routine.

In August, the new Bookshop was opened, and it has turned out to be a very successful venture. More and more Mothers have joined the ranks and Mr. Pegg gave permission for students to help also. Finally, it was decided that the Association should employ a part-time helper to take charge of the shop. Mrs. Mills was appointed and her subsequent interest and hard work have more than justified our choice.

The larger part of Association Funds come from the success of the School Canteen.

Members of the Ladies' Auxiliary are planning a Break-up party for Junior Students. This will be quite a Gala affair — organised jointly by Mr. & Mrs. Smythe and Mr. Max Ham as M.C. We hope it will become an Annual Event.

With a Credit Balance of approximately £600 at the end of August and a well-stocked Canteen, we have good reason to believe that the Association will flourish.

Once a month, a Newsletter is published and a copy sent home to each parent or guardian. Watch for these and use them as a guide to School activities.

We hope that all new parents will endeavour to help in some small way by accepting some responsibility in the running of the Association and the Auxiliary. One day each month is given by many mothers, helping in the Tuckshop. Perhaps you, too, could manage that.

Finally, good luck to this year's Juniors. May your hard work be rewarded with success and may your future be blessed with security and happiness.

To each and all — 'by now, and God bless——

Yours sincerely,
Kathleen Garvey

School Notes

DOMESTIC SCIENCE COURSE

Though the actual number of girls doing this course in High Schools today is not great, compared with the number doing commercial, or even academic courses, it is steadily increasing as more girls realize its possibilities and its function.

This course endeavours to equip girls with a sound knowledge of the fundamentals of Home Economics from many aspects. As well as this, the course has been found to be of great assistance to would-be nurses, doctors and physiotherapists, especially if taken to its full by the completion of the Senior Course. The sciences of physiology and nutrition aid by giving a knowledge of how the body functions in health and also of its peculiar behaviour, and its treatment when some disorder occurs.

A knowledge of nutrition, has become essential, in order that we may give ourselves the best chance of building healthy bodies and minds with which to face the work and play of the modern system of living.

Physiology, the science of the function of the living body, in health, proves to be intriguing. A better understanding of the body and how it works, leads to better care being taken of this wonderful, yet vulnerable mechanism.

Art, another subject in this course, urges its students to search for, or to use, beauty of form and colour in everything they see or do. The arts of cooking and of dress cutting and making, aim at teaching girls not to depend on others all the time, when they can make their needs themselves and thus achieve a feeling of satisfaction by creating something well finished.

The other sciences of the course, Physics and Chemistry, aid a good deal as they help students to understand better the work in "Applied Science" which is a part of Home Science A.

Though our numbers at this school at the present time are very low, I feel sure they will increase as the school grows and I would like to wish all Domestic Science Students the very best in this difficult but constructive course.

TALKING OF ART

This is a period of change and experiment. We must not be too hasty in condemning these "new" pictures, as every worthwhile artist is a little ahead of his time, and only Time will prove or disprove his worth.

We all have our preferences. Some of us prefer to see something recognisable in a picture, while some of us prefer a work which relies
on colour and shape relationships for its main appeal. Whichever kind of picture you like — try to put yourself in the artist's place and do your best to understand him.

In your own work — the only thing that matters is sincerity. Try always to have something interesting to say and carry out your work knowing you have, at every stage, put your very best into it.

Several students have used their artistic talent for the benefit of the School during the year. Peter Moy and Nola Livingstone have designed murals and painted them with the help of class members, while Denise Nicholls ably carried out the task of lettering labels for Classrooms throughout the School.

SCHOOL CHOIR

The choir has been meeting every Friday at 12.30 p.m. since June. Mr. Berry plays the piano and Mrs. Wilson also gives up her lunch hour to conduct the choir.

As Speech Night is approaching, the choir has had to practise more thoroughly. The songs which the choir will sing are “Marianina,” an Italian Folk Song; “All in the April Evening” and the “Dance Duet” from “Hansel and Gretel.”

The choir is proud to have had six representatives in the Brisbane Choir which went to Ballarat to sing in an Eisteddfod.

Rosslyn Clark, Judy Skippen, Sue Winsten and Kaye Miles form a Quartet on Speech Night. They will give us two songs — “Gypsies” and “The Happy Wanderer.”

CRUSADER NOTES

Leaders: Mrs. Nicholls
Mr. McGregor

From a group of limited numbers at the beginning of the year, the Crusader Movement in our school has grown to one of fifteen to twenty members. Our leaders, Mrs. Nicholls and Mr. McGregor, have done a great deal for us this year. They have made it possible for guest speakers to be present at most of our meetings and each one has had many interesting things to tell us about his work. I am sure that many of us present at these meetings have reaped great benefits from them. Among the speakers were: Mr. and Mrs. R. Hall, who are home missionaries on Palm Island; Mr. Ron Heywood, who has been a missionary in Japan for twelve years; Mrs. Wilcox, who is a missionary in South America; and a missionary in India, Mrs. Leigh-Williams.

We would sincerely like to thank Mr. Pegg and Mr. Sharp for their co-operation with us and wish God's blessing on you all.

House Notes

BOWEN HOUSE NOTES

House Teachers: Miss Cross, Mrs. Flood, Mrs. Hasenkam, Messrs. Glashy, Sergeant, MacDonald.
House Captains: Desley Lang and Peter Mole.

Bowen House began this year with several new House teachers and about one hundred new members. They soon moulded themselves into the pattern of our High School's House competition and we commenced work on our first item of the 1962 agenda, the School Swimming Carnival. With hard work by our swimmers Frea Mulder, Denton Taylor, Geoff Lawson, Carol Pearce and Pat McMannim, we managed to put up quite a good showing and secured second place several points behind Herbert House, which we congratulate on their fine performance. Though our House did not fare so well in the Inter-House Athletic meet, we never gave up. Our girls were again to the fore in the field of ball games, though not so good as last year.

Mr. Pegg, our Principal, is a keen follower of all sporting activities and all our sporting competitions have benefited greatly by his support. With this not-so-brilliant record behind us we look forward to the future optimistically. Therefore we will wait till next year, patiently, so that our ability may show forth in its true light, under the guidance of our hard-working House Captains, Desley and Peter. Till then we will always believe in our motto:—Nihil factur sine labore ab omnibus.

HERBERT HOUSE NOTES

Colour: Gold
House Teachers:
House Captains: Glenda Hansen, Allan Schmidt

Some two hundred pupils of this School have the good fortune of being under the golden banner of Herbert House. Our first competitive achievement of the year was the winning by a close margin over Bowen, of the Inter-House Swimming Carnival. Outstanding swimmers included Janice Chandler (Under 15 Champion), Richard Wall (Open and Under 16 Champion) and Max Mulholland (Under 15 Champion). Richard Wall went on to swim brilliantly at the Secondary School Swimming Carnival to win and set a new record in the Under 16 Backstroke and also gain second place in the Open Backstroke.
The next date on the 1962 calendar was the 5th September, the date for our Inter-House Athletics Carnival. Our House was well represented by such stars as Annette Murffy, Jeanette Brennan, and Margaret Whitson (Under 15 Champion). The boys were well represented by Domenico Cacciola, Max Mulholland and John Cruikshanks. Our ball game teams also did very well. Although these and many other students strove to win, we were beaten by the better House on the day. We congratulate Lutwyche on their fine effort.

Our special thanks go to all the House teachers for their help and to every girl and boy who had sufficient House spirit to participate against such opposition in both Carnivals. We wish you keen competition for years to come.

LUTWYCHE HOUSE NOTES

House Captains: R. Newton, T. Legerstee

During the sports year Lutwyche House played a very prominent part. We were not successful in the Swimming Carnival held at the Centenary Pool in April. We would like to congratulate Herbert House members on winning the swimming especially Richard Wall. Terry Legerstee swam extremely well for us in the girls' events.

The Annual Inter-House Athletics Carnival, held at Ballymore Park in September, was a different story. We led from the start and were very proud to win the carnival. The jumps were first and these favoured us. We won four, getting second and a third. Peter Moy was our Open Champion and Doug Bryant was the Under 15 Champion. Peter Moy won the 440, 880 and Mile. Doug Bryant won his heat of the 100 Yards, 220, and the 880. Many of our boys and girls competed against the Gap, Mitchelton, Sandgate and Indooroopilly, at the Gap High School.

Our girls did extremely well. They won a number of the ball games. They also ran in all other events very well. A number of the girls, Terry Legerstee, Zena Urbanski and Carol Jarrett ran extremely well and are in the State Secondary Athletics. Peter Moy, Doug Bryant and myself are also running in these Athletics.

A number of our boys played football during the season. Some of the boys, Peter Moy, Sam Canterella, and myself, Richard Newton, played in the Junior "C" Football Team, which became the runners-up in the Premiership against Cavendish Road.

We should like to thank the teachers who have helped us all through the year. They are Mr. Lowe, Miss Williams and Mr. Natalier.

PETRIE HOUSE NOTES

House Captains: M. Cornwell, H. Tsavalos

Well another year has passed us by. It was not a very successful year for our sports' teams but, as always, we will keep on trying.

In the second Annual Inter-House Swimming Carnival, our teams did not do as well as expected. Congratulations are in order for all our competitors who, with their unswerving allegiance to the House, did their utmost to fulfil the duty which they knew was theirs. Our most outstanding girl swimmers this season were the School's Under 14 Swimming Champion Sylvia Hall, Judith Borck, Gloria Davidson and Janice Donovan. Our boys' section was well represented by such tryers as Alexander "Sandy" Wilson, Keith Erbacher, Geoffrey Hannahan and Otto Janssen.

At the School's Inter-House Sports Meeting, our ball games' teams did exceptionally well. Our heartiest thanks must go to Miss Bell, our House Mistress, for the wonderful job she did in helping us. She was the driving force behind all of our effort and her work was greatly appreciated by all members. Reluctantly, we must say that the team spirit in the boys' section was extremely weak in contrast to that of the girls, and we hope that in future activities this will have improved considerably. Our Athletic Champions were Pauline Jones, Susan Poultny, Susan Alderson, Pauline Mole, Jeff Hackett and Michael Cooney.

As our final words, we would like to thank all those who did compete on our behalf, and we wish all this year's Junior candidates the very best of luck.

DESIGN FOR MURAL

Designed by Peter Moy, and painted by members of 451
Sports Notes

ATHLETICS AT KELVIN GROVE
Sportmaster: Mr. Natalier

For weeks before and for many hours each week competitors must
train to prepare themselves for competition. This is a sport which
requires utmost dedication, but surely it is the one with the most
satisfaction—not only to the competitors but also to the spectators
and the School as a whole. An Athletic Carnival affords one of
the few occasions when the School is seen publicly and this in itself
should help to mould the character of the School.

1962 saw three main days which will be remembered by Kelvin
Grove.

1. Wednesday, 5th September, saw the Annual Inter-House Sports
at Ballymore Park. All students, teachers and many parents enjoyed
the beautiful Spring day out in the open. The Sports were a great
success and credit must go to the organiser Mr. Low, all teachers who
acted as marshals, judges etc., to the House Captains, to the Womens'
Auxiliary and to all competitors and spectators.

Results were as follows:—

House Shield
1. Lutwyche. 2. Herbert. 3. Petrie. 4. Bowen

Individual Championships

Boys:
Open: P. Moy
Under 16: M. Cooney
Under 15: D. Bryant

Girls:
Open: Zienia Ubanski.
Helen Kennedy
Under 16: Pauline Jones
Under 15: Margaret Whitson

2. Wednesday, 19th September, saw Kelvin Grove at the Gap
competing against Sandgate, Indooroopilly, Mitchelton and The Gap.
We were the youngest School and so could not keep up with these
older Schools all the way, but we finished the day only one point
behind Indooroopilly.

3. The climax of the Athletic season was at the Brisbane Exhibition
Grounds on 28th and 29th September. This was the occasion of the
Queensland State Secondary Schools Athletic Carnival. Here the com-
petition is of a very high standard. The whole school attended the
heats on Friday, and we must find a word of praise for those students,
John Murray, 4A1; Renate Caroquin, 3C1; Hermione Tsavales, 4C2;
Janice Donovan, 4C2; who arrived early on Friday to decorate our
area in the School Colours. Kelvin Grove was represented in the

March Past on Saturday. Congratulations to the marchers. Kelvin
Grove’s point winners were:—

Peter Moy: Open Mile, 1st; Max Mullholland: Under 15, 880 yards,
5th; Boy’s Under 15, 4 x 110 relay, 4th; Senior Girls’ Captain Ball, 3rd.
Congratulations! Having as yet no Senior Year, and because this
is their place in the State Schools of Queensland, they are Champions.
Congratulations also to the Girls’ Ball game team. They won three
heats out of four, but were too excited in the finals.

Athletics is a sport where usually there is only one competitor, but
the whole School should be behind him, cheering and urging him on.
In this connection, mention must be made of two forms from Kelvin
Grove, 4A2, 4C2.

These two forms were very well represented at the All Schools
Carnival and really did something to help our competitors.

They can really appreciate now that Athletics is as much a
spectator’s sport as it is a competitor’s; especially when we won the
mile.

Finally, thanks to the coaches, Mr. Low who spent many hours
after School coaching the boys, and Miss Bell, whose time and
enthusiasm surely must have inspired the girls.

FOOTBALL — Under 9-Stone

Team:—M. Cornwall, C. Cieslak, M. Cooney, D. Bryant, B. Green,
M. Gadd, G. German, D. Ross, J. Mahboob, R. Boddington, G.
Milliner, R. Jackson, G. Campbell, R. Green, C. Sheraton.

The 9 Stone Football Team had a mixture of defeats and victories.
The team was a well-balanced side, as every player gave his best in
each game.

Geoff Germain captained the team and was well assisted by his
Vice-Captain, Mick Cooney. Doug Bryant was selected in the Queens-
land Under 14 Team which went South to play the Illawarra District.

Our outstanding players include: Ross Mahboob, Jackson and Gadd.
The team was well coached by Mr. Currey. Although we did not
win many games, we enjoyed them all and look forward to the next
football season.

FOOTBALL — Junior "C" Grade

Coach: Mr. Glasby
Captain: D. Cacciola

The team members were: P. Mole, J. Haworth, J. Hanrahan, G.
Clark, R. Eaton, S. Cantarella, R. Newton, A. Schmidt, D. Cacciola,
V. Neverov, P. Moy, B. Barandrew, R. Crane, M. Cooney, G.

This past season was a very successful one for the "C" Grade, though
we were by no means undefeated. Before we get down to the business
of our victorious past, we must congratulate Cavendish Road on their
win over us in the Grand Final at Ballymore Park. Their winning of the Premierships was no easy feat as our team led by Mick Cacciola went on to the field each game with the will to win, or be killed in the attempt. Though fit at the beginning of the season injuries plagued us, and we sympathise with the loss of our best players, Allan Schmidt, and Sam Cantarella who were forced through injuries, to participate in the Grand Final from the side line.

The team all worked together in noteworthy form and always put up a good show for our followers; the Principal, Mr. Sharp, Mr. Natalier, and our coach, Mr. Glasby. Chief point-scorers for the year, if any can be singled out, were V. Neverov, R. Newton, M. Cacciola, they were always supported by the brilliant play of A. Schmidt.

Forwards P. Mole and R. Eaton received a beautiful trophy each from the Valley Football Club for their hard play during the year. To put it in the words of a great man, Venimus: vidimus et victimus.

SOCCER

Three teams represented Kelvin Grove in the Q.S.S.S. Soccer Association Fixtures, with one team in each of the three grades. Over 15, Under 15 “A”, and Under 15 “B”.

No Premierships were won, but in the majority of matches we “held our own” with the opposition.

Captains of the teams were: Under 15 “B” Michael Tanner; Under 15 “A” Alan Carmichael; Over 15 Glen Mawdsley.

A summary of the Fixture Results is as under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Over 15</th>
<th>Under 15 “A”</th>
<th>Under 15 “B”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matches Played</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Won</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawn</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Members of the team are:


Under 15 “B”: M. Tanner, J. Brooks, P. Maguire, P. Spink, B. Gillis, G. Smith, P. Mulholland, B. Conlon, R. Beveridge, G. Dracos, P. Hardy, I. McA.

We thank Mr. Williams, and our sports master Mr. Natalier, for their assistance and co-operation throughout the 1962 season.

CRICKET — Under 15 “A” Team

Cricket is one of the greatest games we play in Australia and it is a very popular sport with most High School pupils. This is not changed at Kelvin Grove where three teams of budding sportsmen have been formed. The Under Fifteen “A” has had a season under the bad stars, being narrowly defeated in most of its games. Our standard of play has been commendable with good performances by G. Chapman, R. Ryan, P. Mole, D. King, M. Maher.

Our standard has been matched and surpassed by our opponents despite the untiring efforts of our coach, Mr. Gilliester. We look forward to the coming season with optimism and spirit and you never know, we might stage a brilliant come-back. Till next year, we march umquam ad frontem.

CRICKET — "C" Grade Team

Coach: Mr. Natalier

Captain: Allan Schmidt

The “C” Grade Cricket Team comprising Allan Schmidt (Captain), Neil Campbell (Vice-Captain), Ross Straughan, Ross Barbagallo, Richard Newton, Lee Regnart, Wayne Bellingham, Glenn Mawdsley, Domenico Cacciola, Alex Wilson, John Murray, and Eric Stewart, after three rounds are placed third in the Premiership Competition with 11 points. We are one point behind the joint leaders Kedron and Everton Park and as we play these two teams in the last two rounds, we hope to beat them and take out the Premiership.

In the first match, we had a first innings win over The Gap. After declaring at four wickets down for 179 runs, we dismissed them for 158 runs. We had a bye in the second round and in the third round, we defeated Mitchelton by 126 runs on the first innings. Rain washed out the second day of that match and deprived us of a certain outright win which would have put us at the top of the Premiership ladder.

Captain Allan Schmidt leads the batting with an average of 56, followed by Lee Regnart with an average of 46.5. Ross Barbagallo tops the bowling figures with an average of 7.2 runs per wicket, followed by Allan Schmidt with an average of 8.1.

In concluding, we wish to thank Mr. Natalier for his enthusiastic coaching and his great interest in us.

TENNIS NOTES

During the year Tennis has been played regularly by members of the School, boys at Milton and girls at courts near the School. A house competition will be conducted before the end of the year.
A number of teams took part in the Inter-School Competition. All, Boys “B” and “C” Grades, and Girls “B” and “C” Grades, acquitted themselves well, winning against a number of schools. This is the more to be praised since our teams consisted of Juniors and Sub-Juniors playing often against members of a Senior Form.


Thanks are due to Mr. Fifoot and Miss Crowther for their help and guidance throughout the year.

GOLF NOTES

With the increase in numbers in the School, golf has become a very popular sport. Just as our numbers have risen, so has our standard. During the season a boy and a girl team were selected to play in the Inter-School Fixture Matches.

Though we did not distinguish ourselves in this event, we all benefited by the experience it gave us, by playing schools of a longer standing than our own. Congratulations go to Brian Whyvill and Adele Raeurn, the winners of the School Championships and runners-up in the All Schools’ Championships.

I would like to take this opportunity, on behalf of all members of the team, and other beginners, to thank Mr. Gazard, the professional at Victoria Park, for the wonderful work he has done in helping and encouraging us through the eighteen months we have been playing. Our thanks go also to Mr. Barnes who has worked hard in organizing teams and events, and encouraging us throughout these matches.

We hope that next year, with the experience we have gained through this, we will be able to do more in the school golf world. Until next year — “Good Golfing.”

Form Notes

Form 4A1

Form Teacher: Miss Alcorn
Form Captain: Domenico Cacciola

We began the year 1962 with several new members and a new Form Teacher. Our newcomers included J. Dommett, a Shakespearean actor, and E. Maliszewski, a Chemistry wizard from Ashgrove Marist Brothers.

During the year we have tried to keep up our academic standards and our sporting achievements. Deslea Roach has upheld the class scholarship averages with her high passes in all subjects.

The sporting achievement have been contributed to by, Allan Schmidt, Ross Barbagallo, Domenico Cacciola, Peter Mole, John Murray, Robert Lowrie in the cricket field; Allan Schmidt, Tom Eaton, Peter Mole, Domenico Cacciola on the football field; Christine Finikiotis at basketball; Statis Finikiotis at hockey; Domenico Cacciola and Otto Jannsen at Athletics. Deslea Roach represented the school at the Governor’s Garden Party. So as you can see we have a rather fine record. We record our thanks to Mr. Peg and Mr. Sharp, and to all other teachers. We extend our sympathy to Susie Brown in the sad loss of her mother. Now we continue on in this merry world with our heads down hoping, perhaps, to become 5A1 next year. Till then, Non Sine Pugna.

Form 4A2

Form Teacher: Mr. Natalier
Form Captain: David Phillips
Vice-Captain: Tony Stella

It seems almost incredible that this, the second year in the history of Kelvin Grove High is nearly completed and that we shall soon be on the threshold of a new year, 1963.

This then seems a most opportune time to submit to you a report of the activities of 4A2 during the past School year. On the first day of term, we found that we had several new members in our Form. One of them, Wendy Brown, an importation from Mossman, has since then proved her great academic ability to us.

Among our Form’s sportsmen is Lee Regnard, who plays Hockey, not only for his School, but also for his State, which is a very great honour indeed. Several other keen athletes are Tony Stella, Barry Malher, Jeffrey Hackett, Richard Newton and Eric Stewart, who all participated in the State Secondary School Sports at the Exhibition Showgrounds.
Our sincere thanks go to the Principal, Mr. Pegg, our Form teacher, Mr. Natallier, who has shown an interest in the Form's behaviour and activities; to other members of the staff and to our Form Captain, David Phillips.

In closing, I would like to wish each Junior candidate every success in his examinations in November.

Form 4B1
Form Teacher: Mr. McDonald
Form Captain: Lee Bailey
Vice-Captain: Noel Draper

Early this year 4B1 was faced with what, at first appeared nothing short of a major catastrophe — a transfer of the Industrial Students from Kelvin Grove to the C.P.S. Primary School. There, commencing our Junior Year, we felt we would become a forgotten outpost of the main School; but we had not reckoned with our Principal's faithful interest in us. Gradually, as the year progressed, we became conscious of the fact that every consideration and interest was shown to us. It was arranged that every Wednesday we should spend back at Kelvin Grove High. This helped to keep us an integral part of the main school. The visits of Mr. Pegg also strengthened this bond.

Mr. McDonald, who is our Form Teacher, is unanimously popular and often sought for a "man to man" chat in the playground. Lee Bailey and Noel Draper are our Form Captain and Vice-Captain respectively.

On the day of the "Cross Country", 4B1 showed superiority over the Junior Forms by winning the "Combined Form" event and this was largely due to the splendid effort of Colin Bell who gained second place amongst the Junior competitors. Another member, Ron Crane, represented Brisbane in Rugby League Football. His team travelled to Sydney where they defeated the then unchallenged Illawarra Team.

The Form's school work is reasonable, but is improving considerably with the expert attention our understanding teachers are giving to it.

Finally, all of 4B1 wish to express a sincere "thank you" to Mr. Pegg and our teachers, and to say that it is with reluctance that we hear that we now may have to leave the C.P.S.

Form 4B2
Form Teacher: Mr. Barnes
Form Captain: Keith Kerr
Vice-Captain: Victor Neverov

For 4B2 the field of school activities this year has been large and varied. Although separated with regards to accommodation from the main School we have adapted ourselves completely to our environment down at Central Practicing School. It is as our own little school. Most boys in 4B2 have felt it no imposition to be down here at C.P.S. rather than up at Kelvin Grove. Although we are away from the main School, we are, and feel, a part of it and take a full share in its activities.

In a few weeks we will sit for an examination. This examination, seemed to us last year, only another, but now we begin to realize that this is the one which will determine our future for the next (we hope) fifty years at least. About five out of the forty boys will come back for Sub-Senior next year. For the rest of us, this is the turning point in our lives. We are going out to face the world and make our own way in life.

A number of individuals from the Form have shown outstanding abilities in varied fields. First in studies was Maurice Cornwall and second was Ron Smith. Maurice Cornwall also is the House Captain of Petrie. Richard Wall, who is an outstanding swimmer, went to Melbourne as a member of the Queensland team to compete in the Australian Championships early this year. He also is a capable athlete and is also Vice-House Captain of Herbert. Neale Campbell is Vice-House Captain of Bowen.

Vic Neverov played goalie for Brisbane Under 16 Soccer. He also played in the Junior "C" Football Team, which went on to the finals and were very unlucky to lose this game by the bare margin of two points. Wayne Bellingham played Hockey for Brisbane Under 18 and showed such ability that he was selected to play for Queensland Under 16. In all Inter-School Sports we are represented.

It is a considerable honour for us to know that we are the pioneers of Kelvin Grove High School and the first Junior candidates to pass through its gates. We sincerely hope that our results will bring credit upon ourselves and our School and set a high standard for future students to emulate.

Thanks are due from the Form to their teachers, particularly our Form Teacher, Mr. Barnes, for their efforts in helping us prepare for the Junior Examination, and also in the variety of out-of-school activities they have provided for us.

Form 4B3
Form Teacher: Mr. Berry
Form Captain: Eric Mills
Vice-Captain: Graham O'Rourke

Again we have retained the title "The most desirable Form in the school." (from the point of view of the teachers, leaving a lot to be desired).

Though our scholastic ability is not the best (we all love Chemistry and Physics), our members do a little better on the sporting side. Trevor Cook entered in the Australian Schoolboys' Cycling Championships, and was successful in winning the sprint. Glen Mawdsley,
Graham Clark and Bert Barendrecht represent the school in cricket Football and Athletics.

Most of us like P.T. period (physical torture) but some of the boys suddenly have a sore arm or leg when this particular period comes — result, twelve out of fifteen boys congregated in Room 21. Strange as it may seem after this period the boys suddenly regain strength in their previously paralysed limbs.

We should like to thank, those so called “goons” of the class not forgetting Leigh Parish, for the laughs they have so often provided when our spirits were low.

We would like to thank the Principal and the 4B3 Angels give their vote of thanks to the teachers for their unfailing courage and devotion to duty in the face of fire from (some 15 strong) the enemy.

In conclusion we would like to wish our fellow students all the best in their Junior Examination and in their future plans.

Form 4C1
Form Teacher: Mrs. Shogren
Form Captain: Glenda Hansen

Well, 1962 is drawing surely to a close, and we now take this opportunity — that is leaving off our studying and numerous sporting interests — to review and place before you the various activities of this illustrious Form 4C1.

In the sporting field we have been reasonably successful, and several members of the Form distinguished themselves at the School’s September Sports. To Sebastiano Cacciola goes the honour of being in the School’s “A” Grade Hockey Team. Margaret Cudahy and Vera Galati, are in the School’s Basketball Team, and Linda Scarrett, is in the School’s Tennis Team. In Marilyn Wright we have a promising golfer as, too, is Geraldine Carsen. Our advice to these enthusiasts is, however, not to be too ambitious by covering the course in one shot.

Still, we hasten to advise, that academically we are not less prominent. We have, one might say, many intelligent children. In our midst there are the usual maths and commercial geni, but to Linda Scarrett, the overall “bright spark,” we offer our congratulations.

A point to be noted for both interest and pleasure was the visit to “Twelfth Night.” This play, produced by the Brisbane Arts Theatre, was, besides being enjoyable, a contributing factor to our better understanding and comprehension of it. To hear our school roar and clap when a certain Sebastian appeared on stage, was quite remarkable.

Casting a thought to our humble abode, Room 19, we find that it has been brightened, somewhat, by the installation of fluorescent lighting, and by a colourful mural, decking one biscuit-coloured wall. What a pleasing contrast to the monotonous colour of a blackboard.

Although form notes are scarcely a place to introduce a solemn note, perhaps it would be well to mention—not without a little numbness—the proximity of Junior. To all those who are sitting for it we wish the very best of luck, and to those who are leaving we wish the same. To all our teachers we offer our thanks for their sagacious guidance throughout the year.

And so, we, as a form, bid adieu, hoping we may be fortunate enough as to report next year as “5C1.”

Form 4C2
Form Teacher: Miss Cross
Form Captain: Glenys Smith

OUR FORM
From nine till three we sit in the dark,
With never a hush and never a hark,
I don’t suppose you think this is true,
But what else can we do?
With teachers coming out and in
We never have time to make a din,
I guess you know we are speaking to you,
From those devilish angels of 4C2.

Although throughout the day, we hear the noise of machinery and hammers, the scraping of chairs and dropping of pencil cases from the rooms above not to mention the shaking of our books and heads to remove the dust and dirt casading like a sun shower we work on happily (I think).

Our form, this year, has one boy and 37 girls, one of whom is 1961’s Dux of the School.

We also have Pauline Jones who is the School’s Under 16 Champion runner. Zenia Urbanski and Helen Kennedy, who are the Open Champions.

Seven girls of our class represented the school in the Inter-School Championships Ball Games.

Two class students went to Ballarat with the Brisbane Eisteddfod Choir and they were narrowly beaten into second place.

We heartily thank our form captain, Glenys Smith, and vice-captain, Patricia Maher, for their hard work in supervising our class.

We thank Miss Cross, our form teacher, and all teachers very sincerely for their help throughout the two years, and wish the best of luck to the remainder of the Junior Students.
Form 4C3
Form Teacher: Miss Crowther
Form Captain: Desley Lang

Once again we are glad to be writing on behalf of 4C3 in the second edition of our School Magazine.

Our Form consists of thirty-five girls, ten of whom were transferred at the beginning of this year from 4C2. Our home room, number 24, was built-in and adequately furnished for our increasing numbers.

At the beginning of the year our Shorthand and Typing teacher, Miss McFadyen, was unfortunately transferred to Everton Park, but we are glad to welcome our new teacher Miss Cross. As we are a Commercial Form, we are not really very good at dress-making. Although our Home Science “B” teacher tries very hard and does her best, it is very hard to visualize any of her “bright” pupils challenging Paris in the fashion world. Our Form Captain this year is Desley Lang and her Deputy Form Captain is Marion Kidd.

Our most outstanding students are Rowena Stocks, Elaine Porter and Nola Irish. Although we may not have a Marlene Mathews or Dawn Fraser, we have Frey Mulder, a champion swimmer and runner, and Judith Borck who specializes in swimming.

We gratefully thank our Form Mistress, Miss Crowther, for being able to tolerate us the way she does. We all hope that we will be a credit to her and our other teachers, who have all worked very hard when our Junior results are published.

Form 4D
Form Captain: Dorothy Forbes
Vice-Captain: Carolyn Newton
Form Teacher: Mr. Berry

Happy talky talky,
Hop-hop-apy talk,
Talk about things we'd like to do.
4D is very small,
"DOMESTICS" we are all,
We are the best talkers in the school.

The above verse applies well enough to the five members of the so-called “weaker sex” who are the elements combining together to make the Junior Form 4D.

Our five teachers are really sporting on the whole. They are constantly telling us they are trying to make young ladies out of us, though our behaviour is not always befitting. We appreciate their efforts very much, but one cannot expect exemplary behaviour all the time when we are in with an Industrial Form of budding young artists, whose comments usually succeed in bringing forth girlish laughter from us — the result — detention.

Over the past two years we earned for ourselves the title of “Junior Butchers.” We assure you that these Physiology experiments were all in the aid of science and their end products, not future ingredients for our cooking class.

During the year we held a couple of private Form parties, which were quite successful.

Sport ranks highly among our varied interests and we are fortunate in having amongst us the three finalists of the Girls’ Golf Championship. Del, Dorothy and Cheryl. Del is to represent our School in the Inter-School Championship later this year. How we achieved this honour is beyond us. For only recently have we learnt that the idea of the game is to hit the little white ball and not to swipe at it and miss.

In conclusion we should like to thank the Principal and staff for the help they have given us this year and wish the best of luck to our fellow Junior candidates.

Form 4S1
Form Teacher: Mr. Fifoot
Form Captain: Sam Cantarella
Vice-Captain: Peter Moy

This year found 4S1 a floating class with a total of 14 students. If you see a group of tired boys looking for a room, that’s 4S1.

The industrial workshops are still not finished and twice a week we travel to C.P.S.

Most of the boys of the Form have brought honour to their Houses and to the school by being successful in sporting events. Peter Moy is the Queensland State High School Champion for the Open Mile. Graham Taitzel is the School Captain and Champion Tennis Player and both the Barton twins are keen swimmers. Blacker and Carney are keen players of Soccer and Hockey.

Mulhare and Grey painted the mural, which was designed by Peter Moy. The mural is in the corridor behind Room 26. We are saying good-bye for good, as it is our last year at school.

Form 4S2
Form Teacher: Mrs. Hasenkam
Form Captain: Denton Taylor
Vice-Captain: Noela Livingstone

If our class gets any smaller, we will be able to have our lessons in a telephone booth. We are now reduced to nine veterans — six girls and three boys.

Since June our numbers have been falling off at the rate of knots. We are sad to lose our mates but are somewhat comforted when we remember that they have left school to go to congenial jobs. We wish them every success.
In the sporting field we now have four swimmers — Susan, Pam and Gwen, and Denton who represented us in Inter-House competition. Noela is a tennis enthusiast. Betty likes softball. Denton and Don play Men's Basketball. Cameron is a cricket fan and also is very interested in horse-riding.

The girls in our form are notably artistic, especially Cheryl and Noela. It was Noela who designed the mural near the side entrance. The rest of the class helped her to paint it — with so much vim and vigour that it wasn’t safe to walk past when they were in action.

**Form 3A1**

*Form Teacher: Miss Anderson*

*Form Captains: Beverley Millar*  
*Eric O’Sullivan*

Our Form Mistress and English Teacher is Miss Anderson, who has been a source of great encouragement to us in our work. Our Form Captains are Beverley Millar and Eric O’Sullivan, and our Form consists of 28 boys and 10 girls.

Chris Comino tied with another girl for top honours in the Mothercraft Examination with 98%. Beverley Millar is our Dux and Neil Royes is a close second. Graham Weatherhog and our girl Form Captain both received book prizes at the School Speech Night and several of our students received certificates for school work.

We have also had a busy year in the field of sport. Elizabeth Leonard, Marion Hill, and Beverley Millar represented the school at the Inter-School Sports, and John Presswood was also a representative. Geoff Saxby is the Captain of the Under-15 Cricket Team. We are afraid that our Room, Room 3, has a jinx on it as two girls have broken their arms this year.

We would like to thank Mr. Pegg and all of our other teachers for their assistance and forbearance throughout the year, and we wish everybody a Merry Christmas and a Prosperous New Year.

**Form 3A2**

*Form Master: Mr. Sargent*  
*Form Captains: Roy Ryan*  
*Wendy Prentis*

As the last few weeks before the Term Examinations draw near, we see the completion of the first year at High School for the members of the third form. For many of us, this is a big transition from State School to Secondary School and we find that we must settle down and work harder. Quite a few of form 3A2 have risen to the occasion but others are finding the change difficult. We feel, however, that this form has the makings of a fine form and should be able to set an example next year for younger pupils. This depends quite a deal on the form members, but through co-operation from them and the advise and interest of our form master, Mr. Sargent, to whom we owe our success, we think that our first year together has been a pleasant one.

Perhaps the most important thing to concentrate on is academic work and in our form we have quite a few members who are doing well in this field. Most outstanding scholastically are two girls, Joan Blackburn and Wendy Prentis, who have brought credit to our form, not to forget the many others who also did well. After the Mothercraft Examinations, two girl members, Lorraine Stocks and Elizabeth Seely received credit for their work.

In the sporting field we have quite a few keen sportsmen and women. Earlier in the year, George Pugh received credit for his swimming achievements while Gill Chapman, Jack Mahler and Terry Gormby did well for themselves in the cricket matches over the year. Geoffrey Germain and Gill Chapman contributed their efforts in the football games while Judith Shaw gained representation in the School Basketball Team. Others did well in various sporting activities elsewhere. At the Annual Athletics Meeting, Doug Bryant, a form member, brought credit to himself and his house by obtaining the title of Under-15 Champion.

Socially, the form has held two Form Parties, organize by a committee established for the job. These Parties gained quite a deal of support and were, on the whole, a big success. Not as many people as expected, supported the School’s End-of-Term Dances, but those who did attend enjoyed themselves immensely.

As a last word, we would like to thank Mr. Sargent for the work he has done for us over the past year and wish the Junior Pupils of 1962, the “Best of Luck” for the coming Junior Examinations.

**Form 3B1**

*Form Teacher: Mr. Dillon*  
*Form Captain: Michael Cooney*  
*Vice-Captain: Pomilio Di Lizio*

Greetings from forty-five boys who are striving to uphold this Form’s already enviable reputation which ranges from the class-room to the sports field.

Our honour is upheld by the sportsmanship displayed by W. Arnold, G. Carsen, T. McIntyre and R. Leichsenring at the Swimming Carnival. They were glorious in defeat. M. Cooney, M. Carmody, L. Elverson, T. Lingard and R. Boddington, arrived many times on Thursday, the day after sports, won and scarred; yes, they had been playing football. Our greatest claim to fame is R. Bigby, who is related to the Queensland Sprint Champion, Eric Bigby.

We have survived our first year of High School, and have learnt most lessons the hard way, including “discipline,” an unknown formula, but one which is learnt today and only appreciated “to-morrow.”
Our thanks are extended to the Form Teacher, Mr. Dillon, and to all with whom we have come in contact as subject teachers. They have undertaken the task of "hammering" into our heads the knowledge by which we are supposed to pass our Junior Examination next year.

The best of luck is extended to all students who will be sitting for these exams at the end of this year.

Our best wishes to all, and we hope to write to you again in the coming year.

Form 3B2

Form Teacher: Mr. Low
Form Captain: Peter Moy

Now 3B2 it's up to you,
To write a poem that's not well known,
The teachers say it can't be done,
Let's get together, we're not all dumb.
At Physics, a pass is new,
Although some may see two years through,
At Woodwork we are all perfect,
But now and then a saw is wrecked.
Our compos. can often be read,
But when translated, the teachers fled,
Our Chemistry causes much concern,
As we refuse to study and learn.
Now that in all we have to say,
We'll leave the rest for another day,
So please don't get a little sad,
Just think of the whacko time we've had.

We are the largest Industrial Form at Kelvin Grove High School and this year's introduction to High School subjects has proved most interesting and enjoyable.
At the beginning of the first term we elected Peter Moy as our Form Captain and Bruce Carr as our Vice-Captain.
Chemistry and Physics were new to us and we enjoyed especially the practical periods in which we have done numerous experiments. All of us like Manual Training and are anxious, as are our teachers, to move into our new Manual Training building which is nearing completion.
In sport, our Form is very well represented. Graham Swain led the Under 7 Stone Football Team to third place in the Premiership. In this team were other members of our Form, Noel Steensen, Bill McDermott, John Elliott, Greg Smith, Paul Watson, and Bob Mair. Our capable coach was Mr. Gillmeister and thanks go to him for the time he spent coaching us.

Tony Kane and Bruce Lynch were in the men's Basket Ball Team which reached the semi-finals while Leigh Smart and Graham Sharpe represented our Form in the Under 8 Stone Football Team. Graham Swain is an all-rounder as he won the 880 yards at the sports and also Leigh Smart, represented Brisbane in the Under 14 Years Football Team which played in Port Kembla. The remainder of our Form plays a variety of sport and some are quite proficient at the respective games.
The top boy in the first term was Dieter Pfohl and the top boy for second term was John Reid. The next time you hear from 3B2 we will be up at Kelvin Grove.

Form 3B3

Form Teacher: Mr. Glasby
Form Captain: F. Zappala

In sport we have had no spectacular success except that Kas Cieslak was a member of Kelvin Grove's Junior "C" Football Team, and he did very well this season. In general the boys' conduct in public transport is quite good, perhaps because they are kept in order by our Class Captain, Frank Zappala, on our trips to and from Brisbane Central School.
Our main academic successes come from the girls, I am afraid to say, but the boys are not too bad either.
In general I would say that 3B3 is quite a good Form to be in.

Form 3C1

Form Mistress: Mrs. Flood
Form Captain: Janine Anderson
Vice-Captain: Elva Edward

During the Warana Festival, two class members, Wendy Freudenberg and Lesley Whitehead took part in the procession. Lesley a swimming enthusiast will be competing in a Life-Saving Carnival this week and we wish her well.
Congratulations go to those pupils who will receive prizes on Speech Night for School Work and Sporting Activities.
After the Exams are finished, 3C1, will hold its Form Party at the home of Robin Burke.

Form 3C2

Form Teacher: Miss Bell
Form Captain: Patria Garvey
Vice-Captain: Pam Swepson

Written by Diane Mitchell and Christine Wilson
This is Sputnik 3C2 relaying from Planet Six. What does this
mysterious Planet consist of? Forty-two angels known as the Form 3 angels. Yes, angels who are bad at angles.

As we are informed, this note is to relay to all fellow planeters of the Kelvin Grove High School activities of this rowdy class, who frustrate their teachers and thus gain for themselves a detention. Now, now, that is quite enough, the “angels” have some very good records, written on their shining (although slightly slipped) haloes. Wonderful marks were obtained by Christine Wilson and Suzanne Nicholson in the recent term examination which left some sorry souls wishing they were really on the moon, but I am sure all tried their best.

We certainly possess some exquisite rockets. Thirteen-year-old Sylvia Hall streaked out to gain second place in the 100 Metres Open Freestyle to add to her other wins in the Inter-School Carnival — a wonderful effort. You never know, we might beat the Russians yet. We wish Lyn Moore (Margot Fonteyn of Sputnik 3C2), the best of luck in her coming examination which entitles her to become a Ballet Teacher — Good luck, Lyn. We all had a rocketing time at our Form party which was held recently at the Baroona Hall.

It is now time to close, but before we leave, the angels of 3C2 wish to thank Miss Bell, our Form Mistress, and all our teachers who patiently guide us through the mysteries of space travel. Wishing the Juniors the best of luck in their forthcoming examination. This is Sputnik 3C2 disintegrating.

**Form 3C3**

*Form Teacher: Mrs. L. Waldie*

*Form Captain: Cheryl Regnant*

We would like to express our thanks to our Teachers for their invaluable help to us throughout the year. Congratulations to Roslyn Poulin and Barbara Banks on their prizes for the best books in Mothercraft this year.

Congratulations also to Denise Burgess, who, in October, won the world Novice Freestyle Skating Championship and came fourth in the Australian Novice Dance Championship.

**Form 3C4**

*Form Captain: Susan Haynes*

*Vice-Captain: Jacqueline Crabbe*

*Form Teacher: Miss Williams*

After the passing of the Scholarship, the girls in our form came to the Kelvin Grove High School for further education and in order to enrich their minds with further knowledge.

Own form teacher is Miss Williams. At the beginning of the year our other form teacher, Miss Scheldt left and was married to become Mrs. Hedge. We elected Susan Haynes, from England, as our form captain, and as vice-captain, Jacqueline Crabbe. We chose them on an understanding that they would do everything they could to reach our expectations of them and build a good name for our class.

Our form could not exactly be called one of great brilliance, but nor could it be called quite unintelligent, but rather ordinary. However, we have the reputation of not being able to dodge mischief. This is rewarded to any one of us who might try so hard, that she will be rewarded with an occasional trip to the office and an interview with Mr. Pegg or Mr. Sharp. We would not be surprised if some of the teachers we have think some untranslatable thoughts about us before entering our room.

The School Sports were held in the Exhibition Grounds, and the whole school attended. Our class along with the others contributed competitors, namely Linda Downs, and Judy Johnston, while Pat McManim, earlier in the year swam for her House, Bowen, and later for the School.

Not only sports exist as a pastime, but other activities such as debating and choir. Both of these are progressing splendidly.

We feel proud that we are able to take even a trivial part in the growth of our School and the building of a stable and sound reputation for the Kelvin Grove High School.

**Form 3C5**

*Form Teacher: Miss Sothman*

*Form Captain: Beryl Byers*

By way of introduction to our Form, I would like to state that our Mistress is Miss Sothman. Our Captain is Beryl Byers and Lynn Tarrent is our Vice-Captain. They all carry out their duties amicably with the girls who comprise our Form.

In the Athletic field we have Carol Pearce who excels at Basketball, and Jan Chandler who did exceptionally well in the Inter-House Swimming Carnival.

Four members of the Form attend Drama classes during the lunch hour and some also go to choir during this period.

Sandra Bowering who is top of the class also excels at shorthand.

With regard to hobbies I have ascertained that one member collects coffee cups and several have pen friends, which brings to light that we have contact with all parts of the world. They comprise Japan, Sweden, America, Cuba, India, England, Canada, New Zealand, New Guinea, Scotland, and Tasmania.
Form 3D

Form Teacher: Mr. Glassby
Form Captain: Michelle Goss
Vice-Captain: Rhyl Vieth

MOTTO:
With our heads in the clouds,
With our feet on the ground,
We float around and around,
Visiting from room to room,
Bringing our Teachers untold gloom
In recompense for a dreamy afternoon

Anon.

Despite our motto we take our work seriously. We strive to our utmost in our academic subjects with frequent urgings from the Teachers. We ruminate Maths, and English, masticate Chemistry, digest Physics, absorb Art, metabolise Home Science and dissect Physiology.

Our form is outstanding in sport and Margaret Whitson has been proclaimed the Under-15 Girl's Athletics Champion of our School. Recently, when Miss Marks, the Home Science Inspector visited us, we were all highly commended on our Home Science efforts.

Earlier in the year our form was very disappointed to see Miss Sheldt leave us, but at the same time we welcomed Miss Thornton to take her place.

Most of our form displayed their Home Science ability in the Industries Fair, some of us being successful and obtaining certificates accompanied by a prize.

Speech Night was quite a function as three of our girls received prizes.

Having read this short note you should by now have obtained the impression that we have been quite successful in our first year at High School, but we will leave the final decision up to you.

We recommend that -- Stress and Strain worries the Brain.

Form 3S1

Form Teacher: Mr. Currey
Form Captain: John O'Reilly
Vice-Captain: Greg Packer

Hereunder is a detailed account of the famous 3S1's.

Location -- In the left wing, Room 26. Our Form was responsible for obtaining a place in the Cross Country. Our sporting honours go to Max Mullholland (Under 15 Years Champion in Swimming).

In School Athletics he is a member of the School Team and ran in the Secondary Schools 880 yards.

Max also officially came third, and our Form came second in the Cross Country with R. Green coming in the first ten.

The notorious members of our class include "Mort" the flamethrower expert. "Mort is one of the greatest menaces to both teachers and class mates, but he is one of the brightest boys in the class. Digger the "artist" Slim Thompson is going on a diet. His recent attempt to assassinate one of our Teachers with a highly effective "stink bomb" was unsuccessful and his effort was punished. Finnegan has been in need of a haircut for months.

One of the most popular members of the class is Geof Southam.

Ken Neilson is a member of the Navy Band and also plays the drums and saxophone.

We wish all Juniors good luck in the coming exam.

Form 3S2

Form Teacher: Mrs. Wilson
Form Captain: Silvana Roccamante
Vice-Captain: John Hansen

Here are 3S2
Lessons, homework
Impositions we do.
It may be the truth
Or it may be a lie.
But we are proud to be pupils
Of Kelvin Grove High.

Form 3S2 is the modified class for girls and boys who did not pass Scholarship. There are nine subjects altogether. They are: English, General Mathematics, Typing, Bookkeeping, Citizenship, Art, Science, Home Science and Trade Drawing. Our Form has 25 girls and four boys.

Janette Shardan is our top pupil, followed by June Pool who is a very close friend of Janette's.

In art we have many girls and boys who show promise with their work. Connie Redmond, Lorraine Allan, John Hansen, Ronald Cork, Eugenia Wersony and Syleen Bailey are being taught by Mr. Berry on Mondays and Fridays. The other girls and boys are making progress too.

Carolyn Peach came top in Domestic Science in the two tests we have had. The two Domestic Science teachers now teaching us are Miss Williams and Miss Thornton.

The four boys do Trade drawing. They are Peter Padgett, Ronald Cork, John Hansen and John Todd.

There is one girl in our class who is a very special student, and is loved by all of us. Her name is Glenice Chappel.

Every Friday there is a dancing class held at Newmarket Hall. Carmel Edwards and Rosemary Brand attend the dancing classes and have been on Television.

Pat Magee, Diane Rissman and Carmel Edwards are the smallest in 3S2. The tallest in 3S2 are Carol Bawldwin and Bridget Moyle.
Original Contributions

"PEDIS COMPLAINIS"

"It's really too bad," cried the Foot, in a fever,
"That I am thus walking and walking for ever,
My mates are to honour and indolence thrust,
While here I am doomed to the mud and the dust."
"There's the Mouth — he's the fellow for all the nice things,
And the Ear only wakes when the dinner-bell rings,
The Hand with its gems decks his fingers so white,
And as to the Eye — he sees every sight."
"Stay, stay," said the Mouth, "don't you know, my dear brother,
We all were intended to help one another?
And surely you can't be thought useless and mean,
On whom all the rest so entirely must lean."
"Consider, my friend, we are labouring too,
And toiling — nay, don't interrupt me — for you,
Indeed, were it not for the Hand, Mouth, and Eye,
Of course, you know well, you would falter and die."
"I eat, but 'tis only that you may be strong,
The Hand works for you, friend, all the day long,
And the Eye — he declares he shall soon lose his sight,
So great are his efforts to guide you aright."
"The Foot in reply could find nothing to say,
For he felt he had talked in a culpable way;
And owned the reproof was both wise and well-meant,
For, wherever we are, we should there be content."

by Deslea Roach, Form 4A1.

BOSTON BERTIE

Boston Bertie was a Bonnie Better,
So Bertie Boarded Boat to Britain,
In Britain, Bertie became a Blooming Baron,
By and By, Bertie Became Bored of Being Baron,
So Bertie Boarded Boat Back to Bonny Boston,
And Became Better Baron Bertie from Britain,
But By and By, Better Baron Bertie from Britain,
Botted too Boldly and Became,
Broken Better Baron Bertie from Britain.

Fulvio Favetta, 3A2.

NIGHTFALL

The golden sun descended,
Behind a distant hill,
All living things were silent,
And everything was still.

The heavens were touched with colours,
Of blue and crimson light,
And wisps of cloudy streamers,
Pulled wide the doors of night.

The air grew thin and darker,
Small stars began to peep,
And rabbits played between the trees,
Beside the sleeping sheep.

R. D. Ryan, 3A2.

THE PEOPLE I MEET IN THE STREET

A smiling policeman walking his beat,
Tired little children dragging their feet,
A man at a stall buying some eats,
Yes, these are the people I meet in the streets.

A kindly old lady looking so bright,
A grumpy old man who works late at night,
A pretty young girl who looks, oh so sweet,
Yes, these are the people I meet in the street.

Colleen Younger, 3C2.

A PUBLICAN

A Publican must be an autocrat, a democrat, an acrobat and a doormat. He must be able to entertain Prime Ministers, pick-pockets, pirates, Philanthropists, and the police . . . and be on both sides of the political "fence" — a footballer, golfer, bowler, tennis player, dart and baconfight champion and a pigeon fancier.

As he has to settle arguments and fights, he must be a qualified boxer, wrestler, weightlifter, sprinter, and peace maker.

He must always look immaculate when drinking with bankers swankers, commercial travellers, and company representatives, even when he has just stopped a "beer throwing" contest in the bar.

To be successful, he must keep the bars full, the house full, the glasses full, the storeroom full, the customers full and not get full himself. He must have barmen who are clean, honest, quick workers, fast thinkers, non drinkers, mathematicians, technicians; and at all
times are on the boss's side, the customer's side... and stay on
the inside of the bar.

It is said that he hoonwrales, takes weekly wage cheques; in other
words — satures, confiscates, deteriorates and propagates.

To sum up, he must be outside, inside offside, glorified, sanctified,
satisfied, and if he is not the strong silent type.

There's always... Suicide.

L. Paton, 3C3.

A STUDENT’S PRAYER

Lord, grant to me a quiet heart, before examinations start,
Teach me in my leisure hours, to reinvigorate my powers,
My mind from day dreams liberate, give me the will to concentrate,
From all distraction set me free, that I may in my studies be,
A Student with a sole intent, to make my work my sacrament,
From my faint heart, in love expel all failure, fears that therein dwell,
And from my pillows drive away, all dark forboding of that day,
Help me in faith to rest so deep, that I may have untroubled sleep,
While notes and lectures I prepare, may I not lose the zest for prayer.
And may I not forget to look, for daily guidance in thy book,
In quietness, confidence and in peace, may I have sure swift release,
From needless fears and apprehensions, outward strain, and inward
tensions,
And may I even grateful be, to all who offer prayer for me.
While for myself I intercede, for other students would I plead,
So may examinations find each one alert in heart and mind,
Thus inward joy and peace possessing; Exams will prove a source of
blessing.


THE BROWN COBBLE ON THE GROUND

It was in the early month of May,
When I went out in the yard to play,
When just as I reached the gate,
I saw on the ground a silver plate,
Under this I found a cobble brown,
Lying there half in the ground.
When later as I passed that way,
It chanced to catch my eye again,
I picked it up and to my surprise,
I put it right up to my eye,
To find it was of a very odd colour,
At once I noticed it, as a silver dollar.

EVA. METHORST, 3C3.
The Students' Bookstore
BOOKS
STATIONERY
FOUNTAIN PENS
ART MATERIALS

Queensland Book Depot
61 ADELAIDE STREET — BRISBANE
It's Easier Shopping at . . . .

McDONNELL & EAST

● FREE CAR PARK — No parking worries while you shop — drive through the new entrance in North Quay, or from Turbot St.—right into McDonnell & East Store —avoid traffic congestion, and shop at your leisure in all Departments.

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE OUTFITS

Yes, we have them all! Especially do we cater for students of KELVIN GROVE STATE HIGH SCHOOL, and complete stocks of all Uniform requirements are available at all times.

McDONNELL & EAST LTD.
Phone: 32-0111 — George Street — Brisbane

Your North Western Depot For . . .

ALL CYCLOPS PRODUCTS

& SPARE PARTS

REGENT CYCLE WORKS
(Cec. Watts, Prop.)
175 Enoggera Road, Newmarket
Phone: 56-3342

Students!

WE STOCK ALL SCHOOL REQUISITES
All Sizes
DRAWING REQUISITES — NOTEBOOKS
FOUNTAIN PENS — STUDENT’S PADS
KELVIN GROVE NEWS
& CASKET
(C. H. & M. L. CHAPLIN)
Phone: 56-6438

JUST FOR A HANDFUL OF SILVER

"He left us in comfort and security by making adequate provision for his family's welfare through assurance with the S.G.I.O."

For a few shillings weekly — literally ‘a handful of silver’ — you, too, can be certain that, should any mischance occur, your wife and family will not suffer the hardships ensuing from the loss of their breadwinner.

A Life Assurance Policy with the S.G.I.O. will make this security for your loved ones a certainty. Should nothing untoward occur you make a certainty, too, of your own comfortable retirement.

A friendly talk with your S.G.I.O. representative will ensure contentment for the rest of your life. See him today!

STATE Government INSURANCE OFFICE

LIFE • FIRE • MARINE • GENERAL
HEAD OFFICE: "INSURANCE HOUSE"
Cnr. Edward & Adelaide Sts., BRISBANE. 51 0201
M. J. McGraith, General Manager
Golden Circle

Golden Orange
. . . the energy-lifting thirst-quencher
made from sweet golden oranges
— IN SUPERSIZE
and LARGE SIZE for HOME SERVING

WEDMAIERS PTY. LTD.
150 Kelvin Grove Road, Kelvin Grove
2-5969

Specialising in . . .
MORRIS CARS
SPARE PARTS
AND ACCESSORIES

The Morris People Since 1934

BUY VICTA AT STEWARTS
from 9/- weekly

NO DEPOSIT!

INTEREST FREE TERMS

BRISBANE'S BEST TRADE-INS

STEWARTS
ELECTRICAL SERVICE
Kelvin Grove
Phone 56-5669 — A/Hrs. 55-1873
BARKERS BOOK STORE

For All . . .

BOOKS

NEW and USED

STATIONERY

AND

ARTISTS' MATERIALS

AT

196 EDWARD STREET

Phones: 22401, 5 Lines — Box 1676 V, G.P.O.

JOHNSON & SONS PTY. LIMITED

Bishop Street, Kelvin Grove
Brisbane

FOR HEALTH AND COMFORT DEMAND . . .

VINDEX SOLE LEATHER

The Super Lightweight Leather Sole that outwears all others

HOLMES BAKERY

6 Victoria Street
Kelvin Grove

ALL TYPES OF BREAD

We Cater for Everyone

Phone: 2-3217